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CCD Transaction Requirements
This packet covers CCD transactions, CCD stands for Corporate Credit or Debit. 

This is a transaction for corporate entities that is between corporate bank accounts. A CCD may 
be a credit or debit transaction and it does not to have a specific signed authorization form. 

The CCD needs to have an agreed upon corporate relationship behind it, for example, a raw 
materials supplier and a manufacturer. The main thing is that there needs be a paper trail 
documenting the relationship, so any contracts between parties would suffice. 
A CCD transaction can be created by either a buyer or a seller.    

Transaction Requirements

A CCD transaction must follow these guidelines:

• you must receive the corporate client’s authorization to debit their account

• the corporate client must also agree to be held to the NACHA
Operating Rules

• there is no specific authorization form that must be used, but the clients
must be in agreement on how the billing will take place and how any dispute
resolutions are handled.

• can be set for single or recurring entry

Best Practices for ACH

Proof of Authorizations

Every transaction will need a POA,(Proof of Authorization) and each POA is specific to the type of transaction 
it is.  A list of all the possible SEC Codes and their definitions are listed below.

ACH Solutions SEC Codes

Each SEC Code requires a specific type of authorization in order to create the transaction. These are called a 
POA (Proof of Authorization), because you will need to show that your client provided you with their autho-
rization to debit their bank account. 

We have listed below the PDFs we have created which explain in-depth each Authorization Type and the 
specifications you will need to follow in order to get a correct authorization from your client.

WEB Transaction Requirements

TEL Transaction Requirements

PPD Transaction Requirements

CCD Transaction Requirements

Return Management

All merchants must keep their return rates under certain amounts. The rates were lowered starting Septem-
ber 18th, 2015. 

The new rates are as follows:

• .50% Chargeback Returns-Returns due to unauthorized transactions 
• 3% R02/R03/R04-Returns due to incorrect/invalid/closed bank account or routing numbers 
• 15%-Total Overall Return Rate 

If you are seeing an above average amount of returns, here are a few tips to help you lower your numbers.

http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/ACH-Solutions-SEC-Codes.pdf
http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WEB-Transaction-Requirements.pdf
http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/TEL-Transaction-Requirements.pdf
http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PPD-Transaction-Requirements.pdf
http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/CCD-Transaction-Requirements.pdf
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If you have too many R02/03/04 returns, start to require a voided check to make sure the information you 
are being given is correct and the account is open. You will also want to make sure that the information is 
being entered into the system correctly as well.

If you have too many unauthorized transactions, it helps to look at what type of transactions you are run-
ning. If you run recurring transactions, maybe send out an email or text message reminder before the recur-
ring billing happens. If you have single debit transactions, make sure your POA forms are correct, if it is a TEL 
make sure that the TEL letter is being sent to the client and if a PPD make sure it is signed before the transac-
tion is ran.

If you have too many overall returns, please make sure your clients have money in their bank accounts 
before the transactions have been run. Once you enter them into the system your client will be debited that 
night, they do not have 48 hours until the money clears.

ACH User Guide

If you have any issues with the ACH Gateway, you can click on the link below to our ACH User Guide. This will 
walk you through all the options you have available for running transactions, to using the reporting features. 

ACH User Guide

If you still have any questions please call 1-866-532-9956 and ask to speak with the Help Desk.

http://www.ach-solutions.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/ach-user-guide-2017-link.pdf



